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Click here to search journals

This short guide will show you how to search journals in the ‘Full Text
Finder’:



How to find journals that focus on a particular discipline.
How to find a specific journal article quickly

If you need any further help with this, get in touch with the library
staff at 01 2771605 / 01 2771512

SEARCH JOURNALS

You can find collections
of journals that focus
on a particular
discipline under
‘Browse By Discipline’
For Example:
‘Social Work’

CLICK and find
26 results

If you wish to limit
your results to
Peer Reviewed
Journals only,
select that option
in the Limits field

SEARCH JOURNALS
Instead of the ‘Browse
By Discipline’ option, you
could type ‘Social Work’
in the search field to find
any journal that has
‘Social Work’ in its title

The Full Text Finder searches Journal titles only.
To do a literature search, go to databases on the
homepage:

CLICK Search and
find 26 results
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If you are looking for a specific
journal article, the Full Text
Finder can quickly find it for you.
For example:
Wheeler A., Raspa M., Bishop E., &
Bailey D. (2016) Aggression in fragile X
syndrome. Journal of Intellectual
Disability Research 60(2), 113-125

Type the journal in
the search field

CLICK Search and
find 3 results

Locate your journal

CLICK
‘Full Text Access’
Notice the different access options.
As you are looking for a February
2016 article, you can CLICK any
option, for example CINAHL

No access to the most recent year
For print access, contact the library

Access right up to present
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CLICK on the year to see
all the issues listed:

Then CLICK issue, 60(2)
to find 9 results

Scroll down to find your article
and CLICK PDF to view
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You can now view
the article. If you
wish to save it
CLICK ‘Download
PDF’

Save your article

If you have any queries or difficulties, get in touch with the
library staff or view the tutorial video on the homepage

